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The 37th Annual ICMS Motorcycle Rally was another amazing event. Thank you to
everyone who braved the weather to attend. Thank you to those at the Capitol, CMA
at the Park serving us good food, vendors and any we missed. We had a much better
turnout than anticipated.  As you can see from the folks holding the signs to the right
of this article, there were too many people lost last year. One sign is too many.  A
special THANK YOU to ICMS Board Member, BOYD RUE, for his many years of
spearheading and organizing this event. He is stepping down as Motorcycle Awareness
Rally Coordinator and it will be hard to fill his shoes.  Another special THANK YOU to
CORNCOB for his 30 years of playing his beautiful music at the Awareness Rally.  Both
of these men’s love and dedication to ICMS will never be forgotten and they will always
be cherished and loved beyond words.  

  THANK YOU BOYD AND CORNCOB!!  
         WE LOVE YOU!!                



ICMS Monthly
Meeting Dates

August 1
September 12

October 3
November 14
December 5

Fun Valley - Pine
July 8-10, 2022

Fall Run
October, 2, 2022

Can Dance
October 25, 2022

I.C.M.S. Calendar of 
Events

Dear Readers-Feel free to use any articles or items in
The Two Wheel Advocate

 Idaho Coalition for Motorcycle Safety

I.C.M.S.
Board of Directors

These are the people who are willing to give their time and
energy to help protect your rights to Keep Idaho Free!

BOARD MEMBERS TERM

Donna Cleveland             drcleveland59@gmail.com                 ( 2  0 8) 813-5090
Finance Officer 2021-23

Justin “Kid” Crawford       justin@crawfordnetwork.com        ( 2  08) 863-4280
Chairman 2021-23

Rachel Hall                          rachelkhalil77@gmail.com             ( 2  0 8) 724-2625
Vice Chairman/Government Relations Officer 2021-23

Doug Knehr                        debbieknehr@yahoo.com                ( 2  0 8) 850-9016
Distribution Coordinator- MRO/Club Liaison 2020-22

Larry “Stix” Platt             stixplatt@gmail.com                         ( 2  0 8) 573-4191
Events Coordinator 2021-23

Boyd Rue                           rueco2@msn.com                             ( 2  0  8) 941-1689
Motorcycle Awareness Rally Coordinator 2020-22

Deven Sackett            devensackett@esi-express.com                ( 2  0  8) 954-0531
Rodeo Run Coordinator 2021-23

David Sheffield          david@unifiedcompaniesllc.com             (  2 0  8 ) 957-0147
Donations Officer 2021-23

Lori B! Solders            lsolders@capitollawgroup.com              ( 2  0  8 ) 353-0385
Newsletter Editor 2020-22

Cara Teague                Cara@treasurevalleylawyers.com          ( 2  0  8 ) 880-5018
Secretary/Membership Officer/Website Officer 2021-23

Lane Triplett               laneptriplett@gmail.com                        (  2  0 8  ) 336-0052
Co-Finance Officer 2020-22

OFFICERS TERM

John Christensen      chstensen62@gmail.com                          ( 2  0  8  )  922-0085
PSA Communications Officer/Entertainment Coordinator 2022

Chrissy Platt            miss_cat_kitty@yahoo.com                       (  2  0  8 ) 570-1866
Products Coordinator 2022

Amber Sheffield      amberpressley81@yahoo.com                    ( 2  0  8 ) 971-8723
Social Media Officer/Volunteers Officer 2022

VOLUNTEERS
Sheli Blandin                   sheli@billsbikeworks.com    (208) 888-6603
Kelly Duren                      kelly.d.duren@gmail.com (208) 863-4892
Kevin Teague                   Sniper4114@gmail.com  (208) 869-2366
Jerry Moody                    Jerry@skauglaw.com     (208) 219-0651
Ted Vanlunen                   tvanlunen@yahoo.com   (208) 590-1509

The following are Area Reps for I.C.M.S
to make this an effective statewide effort.

Roger Ashcraft                      R.F. Bonney Norman Burch
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Lane Splitting/Filtering in Idaho?
By Lane Triplett

Increasingly many motorcyclists in Idaho would like to see a lane splitting/filtering law passed in Idaho. This is not a new

idea and it must be noted there are some who are opposed to such a law. There is always some confusion on the subject

due to definitions and the different laws that have been passed in those states that allow it. General definitions are that

splitting is the act of riding between lane in traffic moving at speeds lower than the posted limits. Filtering is the act of

riding between lanes when traffic is stopped or nearly stopped. The laws and rules vary widely between the states with

laws and the laws proposed in states where the proposal has failed. Everyone seems to have a different idea. The Idaho

Coalition for Motorcycle Safety and ABATE of North Idaho are collaborating on an effort to find answers for the riders of

Idaho.

It's Legal: In California, lane splitting code generally just defines the practice without any specific rules that might garner

a rider a citation except that you can’t ride on the shoulder.  There are no official guidelines from the CHP, but a 10-mph

differential over other traffic and a 30-mph overall top speed seems to be universally accepted. However, if you have

ever traveled in California, these rules are broken often. This may be done on all roads with two or more lanes going in

the same direction.

In Montana a motorcyclist may lane filter when traffic is stopped or going at a speed  of 10 MPH or less. The maximum

speed of the motorcyclist is 20 MPH. This may be done on all roads with two or more lanes going in the same direction

provided that the lanes are wide enough to permit the act.

In Utah a motorcyclist can lane filter on roads with two or more lanes in the same direction and a speed limit of 45 MPH

or less. Traffic must be stopped, and the motorcyclist may not exceed 15 MPH. After a trial period this law has been

renewed.  Arizona has passed a law identical to Utah’s that will go into effect in October of 2022.

A 2020 article by “Adventure Rider” states there are no laws expressly prohibiting lane splitting in Arkansas, Delaware,

Kentucky, Mississippi, and Missouri. This doesn’t mean it is completely legal either, as law enforcement has discretion to

ticket under other statutes. 

Failed Bills: In 2021, Oregon advanced a Bill to the Governor’s desk where it was vetoed. This Bill allowed motorcyclists

to filter on roads with two or more lanes in the same direction and a speed limit of 50 miles per hour or MORE. Traffic

must have been traveling at 10 MPH or less and the motorcyclist could not exceed 10 MPH over the speed of traffic.

In 2022, Washington state proposed a Bill, SB5622, that would have let motorcyclists share  lanes at speeds 10 MPH

above traffic flow  up to 35 MPH. The Bill was stopped in the Senate transportation committee. Among many complaints,

opponents cited a lack of specifics as to which roads might be used.

In 2019, Maryland proposed a Bill that  would have allowed motorcyclists to drive in between slow or stopped traffic.

They could only travel between 5 and 15 mph over the speed of the vehicles around them. Another component of the

Bill would have  allowed motorcyclists to go between stopped cars at a red light. The Bill went nowhere but brought light

to the subject. 

In 2019, Connecticut brought forth a Bill that simply permitted the operator of a motorcycle to operate between lanes of

traffic. This legislation also went nowhere.

In 2019, SB 273 addressed lane splitting – but the Bill never made it out of the Senate transportation Committee of the

87th Texas Legislature. It would have allowed motorcycles to lane split on Texas freeways when car traffic is 20 MPH or

less, with the splitting motorcycle moving no more than 5 MPH above traffic speed.



Lane Splitting/Filtering in Idaho? . . . cont.

In 2018, Massachusetts saw a Bill fail that would have allowed motorcycles to split at speeds up to 50 MPH and not more

than 15 MPH over the speed of traffic. 

Several years ago, when there was significant construction on I-84, a meeting was organized by the Idaho Coalition for

Motorcycle Safety (ICMS) to discuss the issue. Among those present were AAA, Law Enforcement, STAR Rider Education,

ITD and independent riders. Riders were in favor as were some ICMS members. They mentioned the overheating of air-

cooled motorcycles and the dangers of overheated riders. They stated it would lessen rear-end collisions and the

assumption that traffic would move more efficiently. There were also difficulties noted by the group. It was recognized

that a massive public outreach program would need to be established to educate the public as to the law and accepted

practices. Also, rider education would have to modify teaching strategies to include appropriate training. The financial

burden to the state would possibly be significant. Law Enforcement saw potential for crashes of types other than rear-

end accidents. They noted the risks of drivers changing lanes quickly often without signaling, angry drivers opening or

faking the opening of car doors, it might occasionally be a race from stop lights (an admittedly dangerous practice in our

world of frequent red-light runners), and that selfish riders just wanted to go faster than everyone else.  

Again, there are many ideas out there. The question is what might work in Idaho. Nowhere in the country  is it legal to

split on all roads at all speeds and the perfect world for motorcyclists is just that. So what compromise is reasonable and

what is not? It is likely that no law will satisfy all riders. We want to do what we want, where we want and when we

want. 

And so, the questions begin. On freeways or not? On city streets only or not? At what minimum/maximum speed? Do we

model after existing laws in other states? The right answer is elusive.

Not to be discounted is what Legislators might be willing to accept with motorcyclists alone on one side and Law

Enforcement and others on the other side. A Bill sponsor must also be found. To paraphrase one prominent lawmaker,

they stated, “That will never happen in Idaho.”

We would love to see more volunteers at ICMS events. If you would
like to volunteer for any ICMS event, please contact the Volunteers
Officer, Amber Sheffield, at amberpressley81@gmail.com or any
ICMS Board Member. “It takes a Village,” they say! 

ICMS 2022 Sunday Friends Ride Dates

April 10, 2022
May 15, 2022
June 12, 2022

July 2022 No ride planned – Pine Weekend 
August 14, 2022
September 11, 2022



J&M Johnson &
Monteleone, L.L.P.
Attorneys and Counselors at Law
350 N. 9th St., Ste. 500 Boise, Idaho 83702
(208)-331-2100     www.treasurevalleylawyers.com

Straight Answers Sound Advice
Hire an Attorney with 25+ Years of Experience

We Help Bikers, When Motorists Don't.
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For Immediate Release

June 4, 2022

International Motorcycling Advocate Deb Butitta Killed in Arizona Crash 

It is with a heavy heart and a great

sense of loss that the Motorcycle

Riders Foundation (MRF) shares

the passing of Deborah Butitta.

Deb had been committed to

s e r v i n g  a n d  p r o t e c t i n g

motorcyclists’ rights at the state,

federal and international levels

during the last four decades. Deb

was taken from us due to internal

injuries suffered in a motorcycle

crash after a truck turned left in

front of her on June 3, 2022.

Deb was particularly active with

ABATE of Arizona, holding

many different offices through the

years, and in 2001 was selected as

the first designated lobbyist for

the Arizona Confederation of

Motorcycle Clubs (AZCMC). 



Two Wheel Advocate

NOTE: We were lucky enough to meet Deb at the MRF Meeting of the Minds in
Atlanta, Georgia last year.  Her bubbly personality and amazing smile lit up a
room.  She was loved by many and although just for a weekend, we felt her love
and kindness. It was an honor to meet and spend a little time with Deb. She will
be missed terribly. 

International Motorcycling Advocate Deb Butitta Killed in Arizona Crash...cont.

Deb was a member of many state motorcyclists’ rights
organizations, including the MMA of Arizona. She also
served on the MRF Board of Directors for many years and
was instrumental in the formation of MRF A&E (Awareness
and Education), a 501(c)(3) charitable, non-profit
organization created to assist the MRF in providing resources
to promote motorcycle awareness and ‘share the road’
programs, along with all aspects of motorcycle safety
education including rider training. A highly successful
businesswoman in her own right, Deb was extremely well
connected, not only in the motorcycling community and
industry, but legislatively and in some very influential social
circles as well. These relationships were of incredible value
to the bikers of Arizona and the entire country

Deb’s accolades and awards are many, including being
inducted into the MRF Hall of Fame in 2020 and the Sturgis
Hall of Fame and Museum in 2021. Deb is a past winner of
the MRF President’s Cup (2003), the MRF Founder’s Award
(2017), and the MRF Lifetime Achievement Award (2020).
Among her many other duties, Deb served as the MRF’s

State Representative for Arizona for 14 years. For several years now, the MRF has given the ‘Deborah Butitta
Award’ to it’s highest performing State Representative in her honor.

A true leader, Deb had a profound influence on many of her fellow activists. Few people have dedicated so much
of their life or contributed as much to motorcycling as Deb Butitta. Personally and professionally, her passing leaves
a tremendous void in our “family.”

About Motorcycle Riders Foundation

The Motorcycle Riders Foundation (MRF) provides leadership at the federal level for states’ motorcyclists’ rights organizations as well as motorcycle clubs
and individual riders. The MRF is chiefly concerned with issues at the national and international levels that impact the freedom and safety of American street
motorcyclists. The MRF is committed to being a national advocate for the advancement of motorcycling and its associated lifestyle and works in conjunction
with its partners to help educate elected officials and policymakers in Washington and beyond.

All Information contained in this release is copyrighted. Reproduction permitted with attribution. Motorcycle Riders Foundation. All rights reserved. Ride With The Leaders ™ by joining the

MRF at http://mrf.org/ or call (202) 546-0983You are receiving this message because you opted in at http://mrf.org/alerts/ If you choose to not receive these alerts moving forward, please click

the unsubscribe button or contact the office at: MRFoffice@mrf.org



PO Box 581
 Big Lake, MN 55309

202-546-0983

It's time you did something more to protect 
your rights! 

Join and Support 
Motorcycle Riders Foundation!

REGISTER, VOTE, AND RIDE!
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q Check here to receive MRF Reports electronically (email)

q 3-Year Individual Membership $95
q 3-Year Joint Membership $140
q Sustaining Membership Club $100
q Freedom Fighter Donation $10 $25 $_____

Mail to: Motorcycle Riders Foundation – PO Box 250 – Highland Il 62249 – Phone: 202.546.0983 – www.mrf.org – mrfoffice@mrf.org

Ride with the Leaders™
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Phone  ______________________________________
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Lobbying in Idaho By Rachel Hall 

Each year during Legislative session, ICMS helps lobbying efforts by going to Committee Hearings to testify for and

against Bills that may help protect or hinder motorcycle riders on the road. As an organization, we contact Idaho

Legislators, draft Bills, work with Bill sponsors, send emails, draft Questionnaires, and ensure that no Bill is overlooked if

it affects us as users of the road. 

During the 2022 Idaho Legislative Session, a very disturbing Bill was brought forward. RES H369, if passed, would allow

parents to conduct drivers training and forgo licensed drivers training. Yes, this Bill would allow parents to conduct

training of their children and remove formal driver training requirements. It would be called “Parent-Student Driver’s

Training.” It did have specific guidelines for guardian/parent drivers that would only require them to have a valid license

and not not revoked. This would entail completion of 92 hours driving with child, 50 of those on highway or street

driving, and no less than 10 hours after dark.  All that is required is a log from the parent of the hours driven.  

The arguments brought to support this Bill were based on communities that may not have easy access to Drivers Ed

Instructors in rural communities. Another argument in support was the cost of Driver’s Education in Idaho, that most

school sanctioned Drivers Ed cost in upwards of $250.00 and private education can cost in upwards of $500.00. Some

families are not able to fit this amount of money into their budgets. I am a rider and a mother of a teen that I just put

through private drivers ed. Yes, did it cost me, yes did I feel safe that my student was trained by a licensed instructor in a

vehicle equipped with a break for the instructor, yes is my family budget tight and we had to save to put said child

through the class yes. YES, to all of it. Why? because I know that cost of training goes beyond the monetary cost. 

As motorcyclist in Idaho, some Bills at that are presented my not look like they directly affect us as riders, yet we can see

how a Bill like this may prevent proper education for young drivers to be aware of two wheeled occupants of the road,

maintaining safe distance, identify the smaller motorcycle traveling from a distance and many other safety concerns.

During the hearing, an ICMS Legislative Committee Representative brought up concerns that motorcycle riders had with

this Bill. ICMS worked in conjunction with Insurance companies and Drivers’ Education companies to bring to light all the

negative outcomes if this Bill was passed.  

This bill gained traction in the house and was passed. It however died in the Senate Transportation Committee and never

went to vote on the floor. It is Bills like these that ICMS lobbies against to help protect the motorcycling community. It is

not just strictly motorcycle Bills that affect us. We need to be aware of all Bills that have an impact on Idaho’s riding

community. If you would like to know more on what ICMS does then please join us at our monthly Board meetings,

Events, Committee meetings, or feel free to reach out to a Board member. 



HIGH DESERT HARLEY-DAVIDSON

HIGHDESERTHD.COM | 208-338-5599
2310 E CINEMA DR. MERIDIAN ID 83642

FUEL YOUR FREEDOM
AT HIGH DESERT HARLEY-DAVIDSON

MOTORCYCLES • LEARN TO RIDE
PARTS • SERVICE • APPAREL

208-338-5599 | HIGHDESERTHD.COM | 2310 E. CINEMA DR. MERIDIAN ID, 83642
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President Biden has announced that he will direct the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency to issue an emergency waiver to allow for the sale of E15 during the summer
months, as well as other actions to facilitate the sale of E15. 

The American Motorcyclist Association strongly opposes these moves. The AMA fought a similar waiver under
the Trump administration to allow for year-round sales of E15 and even joined a lawsuit led by the American
Petroleum Institute, which successfully overturned that proposal. 

None of the estimated 22 million motorcycles and ATVs in use in this country is certified by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency to use fuel containing more than 10 percent ethanol by volume. E15, which contains 15 percent
ethanol, is in fact illegal to use in motorcycles, boat engines, lawn mowers, chainsaws and other outdoor power
equipment products. 

The planned EPA waiver is set to be finalized before summertime sales begin on June 1. E15 sales are traditionally
barred between June 1 and September 15 due to the blends’ higher volatility, which contributes to smog in the
warmer months. According to the White House, the EPA will also consider working with states to expand E15
availability and modifying labeling at the fuel pump. 

The AMA opposes modifying labels at the pump that could potentially misinform customers. The AMA instead
advocates for stronger labeling at the pump to make the potential dangers of E15 clear and concise. The inadequacy
of labeling can be seen in the rise of Unleaded 88, a fuel that contains 15 percent ethanol and is deliberately
mislabeled.

The AMA is asking motorcyclists nationwide to make their voices heard and send a pre-written message to President
Biden and EPA Administrator Michael Regan telling them to reconsider this misguided proposal that will increase
the risk of misfuelling for motorcyclists, boaters, and other small engine owners while doing little to address the
increased cost of fuel. (See on AMA website)

To learn more about AMA, 
click on QR Code.

Oppose Summer 
Sales of E15



 

Top Quality Parts & Service for
Your Harley or V-Twin Custom

Are You Ready for More

From your Harley Davidson?
	 High-Performance Exhaust Systems
	 Fuel Injection Control Modules
	 S&S Carburetors & DynoJet Kits
	 Big Bore & Stroker Kits
	 Gear Drive Cam Conversions
	 Avon, Metzeler & Dunlop Tires
	 K&N Performance Products & Filters2769 S. Cole Rd., Boise, ID

(208) 888-6603 

New location off I-84 Exit 50B, on
The NW corner of S. Cole Rd.

& Mossy Cup Street

Come in & see us today!

Gloves
Do-rags
Facemasks
D.O.T & 
Novelty helmets

Kuryakyn
Memphis Shades
Mustang
Saddlemen
Nelson-Rigg
T-Bags
Wiley X Eyewear

Great selection of products! For the Rider For the Bike
Handlebars
Cables
Brakes
Chrome hardware
Quality lubricants & 
maintenance products

Power & Performance

If they made a law that we couldn’t wear 
helmets – we’d fight that too.

 
The issue is Freedom of Choice.

Idaho still has Freedom of Choice.
Help keep it that way. Join ICMS today.

THE ISSUE IS  OF CHOICE

 

 

JOIN US ON FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/pages/
Idaho-Coalition-for-Motorcycle-
Safety/114906218525918

Two Wheel Advocate



208-466-0030

 

RIDE & DRIVE
2nd and 4th Sunday 

May - October
 

Join us for Sunday Service 
at 9:30 am 

 

 

All services can be seen on YouTube at
Common Ground Biker Church

 
Located at Cherry Plaza Mall

East Fairview Avenue, Suite 62  
in Meridian, ID
208.794.4602

 

(18 and older)
 

We leave church at Noon 
following the service



SLUG BUG . . . . MOTORCYCLE?  By Rachel Hall 

The classic sibling rivalry game while on car rides to the family favorite summer

vacation spot consisted of the arm slugging, window watching game of Slug Bug. In our

family we have always been aware of the motorcycles in the community. While driving

around town, my kids engage in a friendly battle of spotting motorcycles. They however

must see them and identify them by color, because we all can hear most of them before

being seen. Can you imagine the shark slugging frenzy that my kids would ensue when a

whole pack roars by our car! 

This was not a game intended to just keeps the kids occupied or prevent the parental nightmare of “Are We There Yet?,”

it was to help heighten my kids’ awareness of the potential road sharing with two wheeled friends. I wanted to start

them young with looking out for the smallest road warriors in traffic, around corners or on the side of the road. Starting

young will help them identify motorcycle movements, actions, and reactions while out on the road. It would eventually

help them as drivers to be aware and anticipate motorcycles movements in traffic. As my kids enter the age of driving

themselves, they are more aware of all the surroundings when they climb behind the wheel. I have encouraged many

friends and family to start this trend while they travel with their own families. It can be just as much fun for the adult

types as well. 

Motorcycle Awareness can go beyond lobbying and protecting our rights through educational classes. We can start with

our own children, grandchildren, nieces, and nephews with a simple game. So now that you have imagined that cute

little girl in the back seat, excitedly waiting in anticipation for the two wheeled vehicle to spring up alongside your car,

then squeal in excitement as she tries to slug her freckled faced older brother in the seat next to her as he dodges her

shouting, “Red Ninja” or “Black Bagger!” All riders in the world will have four more eyes watching out for them. Who

knew that a simple twist to an old game could bring such awareness to possibly prevent tragedy in the future?



Additional benefits of membership
include: Membership Card, Sew-On
Patch, Membership Pin and
Newsletters.

BONUS BENEFIT 
FRIENDS AND FUN!!!!! 

AN INVITATION TO JOIN ICMS

    At a time when our democratic process stands ready to strip us, as motorcyclists and citizens,
of our rights to ride free and unencumbered, ICMS offers all motorcyclists the opportunity to join
together and fight back. Whether the issue is mandatory helmet use, discrimination against
"lifestyle" choice or our safety on Idaho’s roads, ICMS is prepared to mobilize its strengths in the
direction of best defense... and one of ICMS's greatest strengths is its MEMBERSHIP. ICMS
believes the direction of best defense is through Education. From educating its membership on the
latest legislative battle, educating the legislators themselves on "the other half of the story;" to
making motorists more aware of motorcyclists on our highways to training riders to ride safe. 
  Joining ICMS is making a commitment to defend your freedom with active involvement and
financial support. As an ICMS member, you have the opportunity to attend monthly Board
Meetings, Runs, Rallies, and a host of other Events throughout the state. The most active
members are involved by joining committees, holding office, manning telephones, writing articles
for the newsletter or doing any one of the million-and-one things that have to be done. ICMS
members tend not to be passive, work well together and even more, PLAY WELL TOGETHER! 

Two Wheel Advocate
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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

IDAHO COALITION FOR
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY, INC.
PO BOX 1620, MERIDIAN, ID 83680-1620
A non profit organization


